The IEEE Standard for Terminology and Test Methods for Analog to Digital Converters is an engineering standard for terminology and a design standard for identifying error sources and providing tests methods. The standard's range includes ADCs whose output values are discrete values at discrete times.
IEEE Standard for Microprocessor Operating System Interfaces (MOSI)
Foremost, IEEE standard 855 (MOSI) is both and engineering and design standard. More specifically, MOSI defines an interface between a program and its microcomputer operating system. The high permeability of microcomputers throughout the modern world today adds a regulatory characteristic to this standard.
The purpose of the standard is to provide consistency and equivalent performance across microprocessor-operating system interfaces and various computing environments. Standard 855 functions as a guideline to ensure programmers application portability across different microcomputer environments with little to, preferably, no modifications.
The scope of the standard encompasses microcomputer systems that have an operating system; but not any one operating system in particular. The standard requires interface compatibility across the most commonly used operating systems. Thus IEEE Standard 855 requires that, "a common access mechanism, or binding, be established between each programming language and the MOSI interface".
The goal of the project is to interface a microprocessor between an analog device and a digital one. One of the devices is a laptop and thus has its own operating system in which the user will manipulate signal from the microprocessor via a programmed application. Therefore, IEEE 855 standard will impact the user interface design and the design process from day one.
A user interface executable must be created that is portable across at least two of following three operating systems: Microsoft Windows/Vista, Apple OS X and/or UNIX. This standard will definitely bring up inevitable constraints in the design that will require either full compliance or a technology compromise. If the project's end product is to be useful and flexible then we must abide by this standard.
IEEE Standard for Software User Documentation
The adoption of IEEE Std 1063 -2001 provides an engineering requirement that sets a benchmark for both printed and electronic user documentation. The IEEE Standard for Software User Documentation emphasizes audience identification as the range of defining the standard.
The overall design process is positively affected by forcing its constituents to focus on user ability and content of user documentation. Good documentation of each portion of the design process is very important.
The data and design procedure will be used in writing the software user documentation. Only essential information vital to properly using any software package associated with a design will be shared in a friendly, easy to understand document. Any software included as part of a design will define the specific job the program will accomplish in the user document. As a result good writing style, structure, format availability, and audience identification will be the focus for producing any software user documentation.
The IEEE Standard for Software User Documentation does not include the process of developing or managing software documentation. This standard pertains to user reference documents, online help, and printed or electronic user manuals. A well-structured document allows the right information available without becoming redundant. User documentation will be divided into structured chapters and sub-divided into logical sections. 
